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Abstract We consider hadronic top quark pair production
and pair production in association with a photon or a Z boson
to probe electroweak dipole couplings in t b̄W , t t̄γ , and t t̄ Z
interactions. We demonstrate how measurements of these
processes at the 13 TeV LHC can be combined to disentangle
and constrain anomalous dipole operators. The construction
of cross section ratios allows us to significantly reduce vari-
ous uncertainties and exploit orthogonal sensitivity between
the t t̄γ and t t̄ Z couplings. In addition, we show that angu-
lar correlations in t t̄ production can be used to constrain the
remaining t b̄W dipole operator. Our approach yields excel-
lent sensitivity to the anomalous couplings and can be a fur-
ther step toward precise and direct measurements of the top
quark electroweak interactions.

1 Introduction

The dynamics of top quark production and decay have been
extensively studied at hadron colliders. Early measurements
at the Tevatron have taught us about the production mech-
anism of heavy quarks pairs in quantum chromodynam-
ics (QCD) and later evolved into precision measurements
of the top quark mass, spin correlations, and the forward-
backward asymmetry [1,2]. Similar measurements have been
performed during Run-I of the large hadron collider (LHC)
which superseded earlier results at an impressive pace [3,4].
A myriad of measurements has profoundly shaped our under-
standing of top physics in the standard model (SM) and it led
to strong exclusion bounds on new physics.

Despite this progress, our understanding of the elec-
troweak interactions of the top quark (i.e. its coupling to
electroweak gauge bosons and the Higgs boson) is rather
limited. The main reasons are the high production thresholds
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of the t t̄ + X processes, small branching fractions and large
backgrounds. First measurements and searches at 7 and 8 TeV
LHC have established some of these SM processes [5–13],
but detailed studies of electroweak couplings will only be
possible with a larger data set at higher energies during Run-
II. These studies will certainly improve our understanding of
top interactions with the electroweak sector and potentially
probe physics beyond the SM.

The flavor-changing t b̄W interaction is the best-known
top quark coupling as it is experimentally accessible through
top quark decays in t t̄ production and single-top quark pro-
cesses. This is reflected by precise measurements of W helic-
ity fractions and top quark spin correlations [14–17] which
can be translated into bounds on anomalous couplings. All
other electroweak interactions of the top quark with the Z ,
γ , and the Higgs boson are much less explored. For exam-
ple, the top quark electric charge, which governs the coupling
strength of the vector-like t t̄γ interaction, is well known to be
Qt = +2/3 with a confidence level larger than 5 σ [18–21].
However, these determinations were obtained from measur-
ing the electric charges of W boson and b-jet in t t̄ production,
inferring Qt = QW + Qb. A hard photon was never present
in the event sample and the fundamental t t̄γ interaction was
not probed. Similarly, current LHC data only allows con-
straints on the vector and axial parts of the t t̄ Z vertex with
O(100 %) uncertainties [13], while the respective dipole cou-
plings are unconstrained from hadron collider experiments.
We note that low-energy observables, such as rare K and
B decays [22–24], together with electroweak precision data
[25–28] can provide strong constraints on modified t t̄ Z inter-
actions. However, these fairly indirect probes are based on
either Z → bb̄ decays or highly off-shell top quarks and Z
bosons in b → s Z∗/γ ∗ transitions which rely on additional
assumptions on the new physics and are prone to hadronic
uncertainties.

This immediately motivates precise studies of the final
states t t̄+Z/γ /h, which yielddirect sensitivity to the desired
couplings. The commencing Run-II of the LHC with a colli-
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sion energy of 13 TeV will, for the first time, produce suffi-
ciently many events to enable coupling studies. The two final
states considered in this paper, t t̄ + γ and t t̄ + Z(→ ��),
with semi-hadronically decaying top quark pairs, have typi-
cal fiducial cross sections of ∼ 400 fb and 5 fb, respectively.
Hence, we expect about 40,000 t t̄γ and 500 t t̄ Z events from
100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.

Anomalous electroweak top quark coupling studies using
these processes have been presented in Refs. [29–49]. For
example, the TopFitter collaboration [37] most recently
combined various top quark measurements from the Teva-
tron and the LHC to present a global fit. In Ref. [31] the
authors study dedicated differential observables to probe
CP-violating top quark decays. Anomalous coupling stud-
ies that go beyond the leading order have been presented in
Refs. [38,44,45,47,48]. In this work, we go beyond previ-
ous studies by combining observables from t t̄ , t t̄ + γ , and
t t̄+Z to investigate sensitivity to the three electroweak dipole
operators which enter simultaneously in these processes. We
construct cross section ratios to cancel correlated uncertain-
ties and investigate angular asymmetries of the top quark
decay products to boost sensitivity to possible effects of new
physics.

2 Setup

In the SM, the fundamental interaction vertices of elec-
troweak vector bosons with fermions are given by

�SM
q ′qV = q̄ ′ γ μ

(
dVL PL + dVR PR

)
q εVμ , (1)

where V = γ, Z ,W±, and PL,R are the left and right-handed
chirality projectors. The respective couplings dVL,R are fixed
by the quantum numbers and gauge symmetries of the SM,
see for example Ref. [50]. In this work, we focus on additional
contributions from anomalous electroweak dipole moments
in the top quark sector. Their coupling structure is given by

δ�q ′qV = q̄ ′ iσμνkν

mt

(
gVL PL + gVR PR

)
q εVμ , (2)

where σμν = i/2 [γ μ, γ ν], k = pq − pq ′ , and gVL,R are the
dipole couplings. The SM has no such interactions at tree
level, but electroweak loop corrections radiatively generate
dipole moments. Their size is well below 1 per-mille [51–53]
which makes them inaccessible by LHC experiments. Hence,
any sizable deviation from zero will indicate an anomalous
interaction from physics beyond the SM. In order to under-
stand how deep the new physics scales can be probed, we
investigate the effects of Eq. (2) on physical observables.

Various well-motivated models of new physics [53–59]
predict sizable top quark dipole moments. In this work, we

adopt a model-independent approach and assume that the
new physics is CP conserving and respects the full SM gauge
symmetry. We use the effective field theory parameteriza-
tion of Ref. [50] in terms of higher-dimensional operators
Ldim6 = ∑

i Ci/	
2 Oi and a new physics scale 	. The rel-

evant operators in our analysis are

O33
uW =

(
q̄Lσμντ I tR

)
H̃W I

μν, (3)

O33
dW =

(
q̄Lσμντ I bR

)
HW I

μν, (4)

O33
uBφ = (

q̄Lσμν tR
)
H̃ Bμν, (5)

where H̃ = i τ 2H∗, H = (0, h + v)/
√

2 is the Higgs boson
doublet with the vacuum expectation value v = 246 GeV.
Bμν(W I

μν) is the U(1)Y(SU(2)L) gauge field signal strength
and I is adjoint SU(2)L index. qL = (tL, bL), bR(tR) are
the quark left-handed doublet and bottom (top) right-handed
singlet, respectively. Using the parameterization of Eq. (2)
and the operators in Eqs. (3)–(5) we find

gW
−

L = gW
+∗

R = − e mt

sWMW

v2

	2 C33∗
dW ,

gW
−

R = gW
+∗

L = − e mt

sWMW

v2

	2 C33
uW ,

gγ
L = gγ ∗

R = −
√

2mt v

	2

(
cWC33∗

uBφ + sWC33∗
uW

)
,

gZL = gZ∗
R = − e mt v

2

√
2sWcWMZ	2

(
cWC33∗

uW − sWC33∗
uBφ

)
,

(6)

where e is the electric coupling and sW (cW) is sine (cosine) of
the weak mixing angle. We emphasize that since the various
dipole couplings in t b̄W , t t̄γ /Z are related via the underly-
ing SU (2)×U (1) gauge invariance, the coupling degrees of
freedom are reduced to only three Wilson coefficients C33

uW ,

C33
dW , and C33

uBφ . In the expression for gγ /Z
L,R , we see the char-

acteristic weak mixing angle rotation betweenC33
uW andC33

uBφ

which will be responsible for the orthogonal constraints that
we find in t t̄ + γ and t t̄ + Z production below.

At this point we note that there is one more allowed
Lorentz structure in addition to Eq. (2), which is relevant
for our analysis,

δ�q ′qV V ′ = q̄ ′ iσμν
(
gVV ′

L PL + gVV ′
R PR

)
q εVμ εV

′
ν . (7)

This four-point vertex enters our calculation only in one spe-
cific place: the radiative top quark decay t → bW +γ of the
t t̄γ final state. In a complete description of t t̄γ production,
the photon can arise from either the hard production stage
(before the top quarks go on-shell), or the top quark decay
stage (after one top quark went on-shell). The latter part con-
stitutes more than 50 % of the total t t̄γ cross section [60]
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Table 1 Contribution of
dimension-six Wilson
coefficients to various vertices
appearing in t t̄ , t t̄ + γ , and
t t̄ + Z production

W
b

t

Wb

t

t

t

C33
uW

C33
dW

C33
uBφ

and receives contributions from Eq. (7). It is therefore cru-
cial to account for this contribution in the analysis of t t̄γ
final states.1 The two additional dipole couplings in Eq. (7)
are given by

gW
σ γ

L,R = (−e) σ gW
σ

L,R, (8)

where σ = ±1 is the electric charge of the respective W
boson. In Table 1 we summarize the anomalous coefficients
considered in our analysis and their appearance in various
interaction vertices.

The up-to-date hadron collider bounds on the Wilson coef-
ficients of Eqs. (3)–(5) are summarized in Ref. [37] and found
to be

C33
uW ∈ [−4.0, 3.4] (	/TeV)2, (9)

C33
uBφ ∈ [−7.1, 4.7] (	/TeV)2 (10)

at 95 % confidence level (CL). Note that in order to infer
the bound on C33

uW , the contributions of all other top-related
dimension-six operators were marginalized, while for C33

uBφ ,
it was assumed that the only new physics contribution is from
O33

uBφ . Finally, in Ref. [30] we find that

C33
dW ∈ [−2.3, +2.3] (	/TeV)2, (11)

at 95 % CL. Note that flavor violating contributions from
O33

uBφ can be avoided by alignment to the up sector in flavor

space. In that limit, O33
uW induces an irreducible source of

flavor violation in the charged current, which is, however,
suppressed by off-diagonal CKM matrix elements; for a more
detailed discussion see Ref. [61]. Alignment to the down
basis will reduce flavor violation originating from O33

dW , see
also the discussion in Ref. [62].

1 The effects from radiative top quark decays are irrelevant for the t t̄+Z
process because the decay t → bW + Z is suppressed by a phase space
factor of 10−6.

In a strict 1/	2-expansion within an effective field the-
ory even more operators contribute to the processes consid-
ered here. For example, the operator �̄γ μ� t̄γμt can enter
the t t̄ + Z(→ ��) process. However, these operators do not
exhibit a Breit–Wigner peak structure such as the rest of the
amplitude and contribute as a fairly constant function of m��

around the Z boson mass window of ±10 GeV, see e.g. Fig. 5
in [41]. Hence, their interference at O(	−2) integrates to
zero and only their squared contribution atO(	−4) survives.
We therefore neglect all operators with fermionic contact
interactions. Potential contributions from chromo-magnetic
and chromo-electric dipole moments can enter our processes
through anomalous top–gluon couplings. However, in this
work, we assume that QCD is unaltered by new physics
and we do not consider chromo-dipole moments. If QCD
is truly non-fundamental, these anomalous interactions are
best searched for in jet processes, gg → H or t t̄ production,
see e.g. Ref. [63].

Besides dipole interactions, also the strength of the t t̄ Z
and t b̄W vector and axial couplings can be altered by new
physics. In this work we assume their SM value which is a
restrictive assumption on new physics scenarios. Let us there-
fore comment on possible strategies for a broader analysis in
future extensions of our work. One straight-forward solution
is to consider the full space of couplings in a six-dimensional
analysis (anomalous vector and axial-vector couplings intro-
duce three more operators to the ones considered here [50]).
This approach might, however, be challenging given the large
number of degrees of freedom and the limited number of
events. Another solution may be a careful analysis of kine-
matics in sequential steps: (1) a first analysis of the process
pp → t t̄ + γ can yield information on the dipole moments.
Anomalous vector or axial-vector couplings cannot develop
thanks to gauge symmetries. (2) Any deviation in t t̄ + γ

immediately predicts anomalies in the pp → t t̄+ Z process,
as can be seen from Eq. (6). In Ref. [45] it has been shown
that dipole couplings most prominently manifest in energy
related contributions such as pT,Z . Hence, any remaining dis-
crepancy from anomalous vector and axial-vector couplings
can be detected in angular distributions, such as �φ��, which
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are sufficiently independent of energies. (3) Once anoma-
lous dipole couplings in t t̄ + γ /Z are established, only one
remaining dipole operators in t b̄W interactions remains and
can be constrained as outlined in Sect. 4. Additional anoma-
lous vector and axial couplings in the t b̄W interaction can
then be constrained by relating analyses of top quark pair
and single-top quark production qb → W → q ′t [30].
Finally, we note that scenarios of large CP-violating electric
dipole moments have been extensively studied in the litera-
ture [54,56,64–66]. These effects arise through CP violation
in loop contributions and we expect them to similarly affect
the magnetic dipole moments.

Our description of the processes t t̄ , t t̄ +γ , and t t̄ + Z(→
��) treats top quarks in the narrow-width approximation and
includes the full decay chain of the top quarks into a single
lepton plus jets final state. All spin correlations are retained.
In t t̄ + γ final states, the photon is allowed to be emitted in
the top quark production stage as well as in the decay stage
(including the W and W decay products). The Monte Carlo
simulation is based on the TOPAZ code [67] developed in
Refs. [44,45,68], which we extended to handle all anomalous
couplings needed in this analysis. If not otherwise stated, we
use the following generic selection cuts for the t t̄ , t t̄ + γ ,
and t t̄ + Z processes:

p�⊥ ≥ 20 GeV, |y�| ≤ 2.5, Emiss⊥ ≥ 20 GeV,

p j,b
⊥ ≥ 20 GeV, |y j | ≤ 2.5, |yb| ≤ 2.0. (12)

Jets are defined by the anti-kT jet algorithm [69] with R =
0.4. In addition, for t t̄ + Z production we require an invari-
ant mass cut of |m�� − MZ | ≤ 10 GeV. For t t̄ + γ we
require the isolation cuts Rγ j = Rγ � = 0.4 for photons with
pγ
⊥ ≥ pγ

⊥,cut = 20 GeV and |yγ | ≤ 2.5. In accordance with
the findings at NLO QCD [45,60], we set the central renor-
malization and factorization scales to μ = mt for t t̄ and
t t̄ + γ production, and μ = mt + MZ/2 for t t̄ + Z produc-
tion. We use NNPDF3.0 [70] parton distribution functions,
mt = 173.2 GeV, MZ = 91.1876 GeV, MW = 80.399 GeV,
GF = 1.16639 × 10−5 GeV−2, and use α = 1/137 in the
t t̄γ process.

3 Cross section ratios

In the following we study the sensitivity of different cross
section ratios to the anomalous dipole couplings. Ratios of
observables have the advantage that leading uncertainties on
e.g. αs and parton distribution functions (PDFs) largely can-
cel. Even higher-order corrections are expected to cancel to
some extent, provided that the cross sections are probed in
similar regions of phase space. Experimental uncertainties

related to luminosity and jet energy scales drop out in the
ratio, as well.

A similar idea of employing ratios has been presented in
Ref. [71] for measuring the top quark Yukawa coupling at
the 100 TeV future circular collider. The authors consider
the cross section ratio of t t̄ +H over t t̄ + Z and demonstrate
that a precision of 1 % can be reached. This certainly extreme
precision is obtained thanks to the kinematic similarities of
the two processes and the enormous event rate at a 100 TeV
collider. Hence, in the context of this work it seems suggestive
to study the ratio σt t̄ Z/σt t̄γ . Yet, we refrain from doing so
and instead construct two ratios

Rγ = σt t̄γ
/
σt t̄ , RZ = σt t̄ Z

/
σt t̄ , (13)

with respect to the t t̄ cross section. This allows one to benefit
from the large σt t̄ cross section which has almost no statistical
uncertainties. Moreover, we will find that σt t̄ Z and σt t̄γ have
orthogonal dependence on the anomalous couplings which is
distinctly exposed in the ratios of Eq. (13). Of course, it is no
longer given that uncertainties cancel in these ratios because
the t t̄ + γ /Z and t t̄ processes probe very different energies
and phase spaces. For example, using the cuts in Eq. (12)
we find at leading order an average center-of-mass energy
of 〈Ê〉 ≈ 525 GeV for the t t̄ process, but 〈Ê〉 ≈ 630 GeV
and 860 GeV for t t̄ + γ and t t̄ + Z , respectively. Hence, the
parton distribution functions are evaluated at significantly
different values of Q2 and a cancellation of uncertainties is
not guaranteed. We circumvent this issue by applying addi-
tional (mild) invariant mass cuts on the two t t̄ cross sections
in Eq. (13) to increase the average center-of-mass energy. In
particular, we request mtt̄ ≥ 470 GeV for σt t̄ in Rγ , and
mtt̄ ≥ 700 GeV for σt t̄ in RZ . We verified that the average
center-of-mass energy in these two t t̄ processes matches the
one of the respective t t̄ + γ /Z process. We note that the
experimental reconstruction of the t t̄ invariant mass is well
known to involve large systematic errors. One could there-
fore worry how this affects the above mentioned cut on mtt̄
and how it may spoil the cancellation of uncertainties in the
cross section ratios. We therefore investigated variations of
this cut and its impact on the ratios Rγ and RZ . While the
absolute values obviously change with different values of the
cut, we find that our uncertainty estimates presented below
are completely unchanged. Even in the extreme case where
we remove the mtt̄ cuts entirely, our conclusions remain the
same as presented below.

To explicitly quantify cancellations of uncertainties in the
ratios, we evaluate the cross sections at NLO QCD and study
variations of parton distribution functions. This also allows us
to obtain error estimates that will be important when estimat-
ing sensitivity to the dipole couplings. We partially use results
from the NLO QCD computations of t t̄ + γ and t t̄ + Z in
Refs. [44,60] and recompute the NLO t t̄ cross sections with
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the same input parameters and the above mentioned cut on
mtt̄ . The higher average center-of-mass energy of the t t̄ cross
sections also calls for adapting the renormalization and fac-
torization scales. We find it natural to choose μ = mt+pγ

⊥,cut
and μ = mt +MZ/2 for the two t t̄ cross sections in Eq. (13),
respectively. Using this setup, we find

RSM
γ × 10−3 =

{
11.4−0.7%

+0.7% at LO,

12.6+3.1%
−1.8% at NLO QCD,

(14)

RSM
Z × 10−4 =

{
2.27−1.7%

+2.0% at LO,

1.99−1.9%
+2.8% at NLO QCD.

(15)

The upper (lower) values correspond to the lower (upper)
scale variation by a factor of two around the respective cen-
tral scale. We observe a scale dependence of ±1 % and
±2 % at LO for Rγ and RZ , respectively. These values are
slightly increased to ±(2–3) % at NLO QCD. This constitutes
a remarkable stability with respect to scale variation when
compared to the cross sections themselves which exhibit a
dependence of about ±20 % at NLO. It should be noted that
the LO scale variation is far outside the NLO result. This is to
be expected as αs(μR) cancels exactly and the only remain-
ing source of scale dependence arises from unmatched q2-
dependence in the parton distribution functions. Only our
NLO results develop, for the first time, logarithms of the
scales with process-dependent coefficients that yield a good
error estimate. Hence only the NLO result should be con-
sidered a physical meaningful prediction. For our coupling
constraints below we will choose the largest value of the NLO
scale variation, �RZ/γ = 3 %, as our uncertainty for both
ratios.

Given the fiducial cross sections of about ∼5 (400) fb
for t t̄ Z (t t̄γ ) production, the statistical error is expected
to be sub-dominant after an integrated luminosity of about
250 fb−1. This argument is supported by a first measurement
of Rγ by the CMS collaboration [10] at 8 TeV. They find
the value Rγ (8 TeV) = 10.7 × 10−3 ± 6.5 % (stat.) ±
25 % (syst.) from an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1.
The dominant systematics arise from background modeling
(±23 %) which have the potential to be improved in future
analyses.

We also investigate uncertainties from parton distribution
functions and find the following results from using three dif-
ferent sets of parton distribution functions:

RLO
γ × 10−3 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

11.5 with NNPDF3.0 [70],

11.4 with CTEQ6L1 [72],

11.5 with MSTW08 [73],

(16)

RLO
Z × 10−4 =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2.29 with NNPDF3.0,

2.27 with CTEQ6L1,

2.27 with MSTW08.

(17)

We observe very stable results with variations at the level of
1 %, which have to be compared to ±10 % variations on the
cross sections themselves. Again, we find confirmation that
the ratios are true precision observables.

Finally, let us briefly comment on the impact of elec-
troweak corrections. Compared to the QCD corrections, they
are expected to be much less universal for the t t̄ and t t̄+γ /Z
processes. Hence, on the one hand, a cancellation is most
likely incomplete. On the other hand, the electroweak cor-
rections on the cross sections are known to be in the few
percent range (O(α)) [74,75]. This leads to a (minor) shift
in the absolute values of the ratios but it does not at all affect
our estimate of uncertainties.

Let us now turn to studying the effects of anomalous
electroweak dipole moments on the cross section ratios.
Given two (pseudo-)observables, Rγ and RZ , we investi-
gate their dependence on the Wilson coefficients C33

uW and
C33
uBφ (neglecting operator mixing and running from beyond

the LO). The remaining coefficientC33
dW we examine through

angular asymmetries in t t̄ production in the following sec-
tion. Since only total cross sections enter this analysis, we
are not sensitive to the tail of energy-related distributions
where possible issues with unitarity violating EFT opera-
tors could appear. We vary the numerical values of C33

uW and
C33
uBφ between [−4, 4] in steps of 1 and compute 81 LO

cross sections for each of the t t̄ , t t̄ + γ , and t t̄ + Z pro-
cesses. We then perform a two-dimensional analytic fit of
the ratios to present our results. Figure 1 shows the deviation
of the anomalous ratios from the SM value for t t̄γ on the
left and t t̄ Z in the middle. These two plots strikingly show
the orthogonal dependence of the two ratios on the dipole
couplings. This is a consequence of the already mentioned
sW rotation pattern of gγ,Z

L,R in Eq. (6). The white (dark green)
bands in left and middle plot of Fig. 1 indicate the parame-
ter spaces where the anomalous cross section ratios deviate
from the SM by less than the assumed 1 (2) standard deviation
of the assumed uncertainty. Hence, all anomalous couplings
outside the dark green bands can be excluded if the measure-
ment is in agreement with the SM at the 2σ level. In the third
plot, on the right of Fig. 1, we show the combination of the
two constraints using a naive χ2 combination. This notice-
ably leads to a striking improvement of the constraints as the
orthogonal dependence on the Wilson coefficients allows us
to completely bound the parameter space without a blind
direction. We note that these projected bounds are stronger
by factors of 2–3 compared to the current bounds from 7 and
8 TeV cross section measurements. Moreover, a better under-
standing of the anomalous pp → bb̄�ν j j+γ process beyond
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the LO will further improve these results. Such a calculation
is currently not available and we refer to future work.

4 Angular asymmetries in t t̄ production

In this section we expand and complement the constraints
obtained from t t̄ + γ and t t̄ + Z in the previous section. We
make use of large t t̄ cross section at the LHC to define asym-
metries of angular distributions from the top quark decay
products in order to constrain the remaining Wilson coeffi-
cient C33

dW , and to over-constrain C33
uW . As before, we use the

lepton+jet final state of the t t̄ system. Similar ideas have been
presented in Ref. [29], which puts more emphasis on prob-
ing the complex phases of the anomalous couplings. Here,
we consider the two angles, defined by

cos θ∗
� = p̂� · p̃W

|p̂�| |p̃W | , cos α = pt · p̃W
|pt | |p̃W | , (18)

where p̂� is the lepton momentum in the corresponding W
rest frame, p̃W is the W momentum in the corresponding top
quark rest frame, and pt is the top quark momentum in the
laboratory frame. Their kinematic distributions are shown in
Fig. 2 for the SM and two anomalous coupling choices. From
these distributions we construct asymmetries

Aφ(c0) = σ(cos φ < c0) − σ(cos φ > c0)

σ (cos φ < c0) + σ(cos φ > c0)
, (19)

and use Aθ∗
�
(−0.1) and Aα(0.0) to maximize their value in

our analysis. We evaluated the SM asymmetries at NLO QCD
and find perturbative shifts of only O(+0.5 %). In our cou-
pling analysis below we will assume a slightly inflated uncer-
tainty of ±4 %. On the experimental side, we expect a similar
precision because of the large statistical sample at 13 TeV and
the fact that existing measurements at 8 TeV already reach
10 % precision for spin asymmetries [76,77].
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Fig. 3 Angular asymmetries Aθ∗
�
(−0.1) (left) and Aα(0.0) (middle) as a function of the two Wilson coefficients in t t̄ production relative to the

their SM values. Right χ2 combination of the two asymmetries assuming an uncertainty of ±4 %

To probe the sensitivity of the two asymmetries to the
dipole couplings we vary C33

dW and C33
uW between [−4, 4] in

steps of 0.5. Hence, we perform 324 computations at lead-
ing order and sub-sequentially fit the results to an analytic
parameterization that is shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly, the
functional dependence of the asymmetries on the dipole oper-
ator couplings is opposite: Aθ∗

�
has a concave shape (Fig. 3,

left) as a function of C33
uW and C33

dW , whereas Aα (middle) is
convexly shaped. This feature allows us to combine the two
constraints, shown on the right of Fig. 3, in order to break the
(white) invariance bands of the two separate observables. As
a result, both anomalous operators are clearly bounded in the
combination plot. Moreover, the constraints on C33

uW can be
further utilized in conjunction with the bounds obtained from
cross section ratios (Fig. 1, right) as they exclude almost the
entire region of positive C33

uW values. Turning the argument
around, two independent measurements of (1) cross section
ratios and (2) angular asymmetries can also be used to over-
constrain the Wilson coefficient C33

uW .

5 Summary

In this paper we investigated the prospects of constraining
electroweak dipole moments of the top quark at the 13 TeV
LHC. The SM radiatively generates these couplings through
electroweak loop corrections, which turn out to be too small
to be observed at the LHC. This opens up the possibility to
search for sizable deviations from zero as a way to probe new
physics in the top quark sector.

We considered all anomalous dipole interactions between
the top quark and the electroweak gauge bosons in t̄bW ,
t t̄γ , and t t̄ Z interactions, and we showed that the processes
pp → t t̄ and pp → t t̄ + γ /Z are ideal probes for study-
ing them. While these couplings enter simultaneously in
various places, electroweak gauge symmetries relate them
and lead to only a small number of relevant operators. In

order to constrain and disentangle them, we propose the
study of cross section ratios to make use of orthogonal sen-
sitivity to anomalous operators entering t t̄γ and t t̄ Z . We
carefully investigated the ratios at NLO QCD and verify
a strong reduction of uncertainties related to parton distri-
bution functions and higher-order corrections. Experimental
systematics such as luminosity or jet energy scale uncertain-
ties are expected to drop out as well, yielding true precision
observables.

The final results of our study confirm this picture as
we find that 13 TeV data can place firm bounds on the
contributing operators. Marginalizing over other operators,
we find sensitivity of C33

uW = [−1.2,+1.4] (	/TeV)2 and
C33
uBφ = [−1.9,+1.2] (	/TeV)2 at the 95 % CL from com-

bining the cross section ratios, assuming that the theoretical
accuracy of 3 % is matched by the experimental one.

We corroborate our results by studying angular asymme-
tries in t t̄ production to bound the last operator in our analy-
sis and find the sensitivity C33

dW = [−2.0,+2.0] (	/TeV)2.
Since the angular asymmetries are also sensitive toC33

uW , they
can yield the independent constraint C33

uW = [−0.8,+0.1]
(	/TeV)2, which can be further used to boost our results
from cross section ratios. Altogether, our proposal to con-
struct four precision observables allows one to pin down all
of the three anomalous electroweak dipole operators without
a blind direction.

We note that for a 100 TeV pp collider the t t̄ Z and t t̄γ
cross sections are about a factor of 30 larger than at the 13 TeV
LHC. Thus, the statistical error will be sub-dominant only
after a few tens fb−1 of integrated luminosity. In order to
fully exploit the potential of a 1 ab−1 data set, the theoretical
predictions should be improved by one order of magnitude.
Theoretical control of cross section ratios at the per-mille
level may be possible once predictions at next-to-next-to-
leading order QCD are available for t t̄ + γ /Z . This does not
seem unrealistic on the relevant time scale and would boost
the constraints by more than 100 %.
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Future work on improving our results could be a more
precise understanding of uncertainties of the cross section
ratios. For example, it would be desirable to have the com-
plete NLO predictions for the t t̄+γ process with anomalous
couplings. A fully realistic analysis also needs to consider
backgrounds which we neglected in this work. The incorpo-
ration of single-top quark processes into our analysis or more
differential observables will certainly further strengthen sen-
sitivity to new physics.
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